G.B. Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment and Development
(An Autonomous Institute of the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Govt of India)
Kosi-Katarmal, Almora 263 643, Uttarakhand
Phone: (05962) 241041; Gram: HIMVIKAS; Fax: (05962) 241150, 241014; Attn.: GBPIHED
E-mail: ao@gbpihed.nic.in

Advertisement No. GBPI-1/2009

Information about the Institute, general conditions, detailed advertisement, age/qualifications, application procedure and performa should be downloaded from the Institute website: http://gbpihed.gov.in after 29 January 2009.

The Institute is looking for dynamic persons, willing to work & travel in the Himalayan region, to fill the following positions.

Scientist C (03 posts, UR-02; reserved for SC-01) in the pay scale of Rs 10,000–325–15,200 (Revised Rs 15,600–39,100 + 6600 Grade pay) + allowances (one UR post can also be at a higher level).

Scientist D (01 post, UR; on leave vacancy basis) in the pay scale of Rs 12,000–375–16,500 (Revised Rs 15,600–39,100 + 7600 Grade pay) + allowances. It can also be filled at the level of Scientist C or B. This is for three years or earlier depending upon return of the incumbent from deputation whichever is sooner.

Administrative Officer (01 post, UR; on deputation basis) pay scale same as that of Scientist C.

Applications should be addressed to Director, G.B. Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment and Development, Kosi-Katarmal, Almora 263 643, Uttarakhand under sealed cover through registered/speed post so as to reach by 27 February 2009.

Office of the Administrative Officer

Department of Studies in Geology
University of Mysore
Manasagangotri, Mysore 570 006

JUNIOR RESEARCH FELLOW

Applications are invited for One Junior Research Fellow under DAE-DRNS Research project entitled ‘Characterization of ore-forming fluids and fluid-flow analysis in the Proterozoic unconformity-type uranium deposits in Srisailam and Kaladgi basins, Southern India’.

Qualifications: M.Sc., First class in Geology/Applied Geology/ESRM

Fellowship amount: Rs 12,000 per month for the first two years and Rs 14,000 per month consolidated for the third year

Duration: Three years or earlier

Age: Less than 40 years

Application with bio-data, research experience with the necessary documents may be submitted to Prof. C. Srikantappa, PI, DAE-DRNS project, DOS in Geology, University of Mysore, Manasagangotri, Mysore on or before 28 February 2009. Application may also be submitted online srikantappa@gmail.com Ph: 0821-2514144, Mobile: 9448247444.